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BOLD + BEAUTIFUL 

BLACK

N E W !

Get on trend and coordinate your next closet 
design with Black metal hardware accents 
by TAG Hardware. From decorative handles 
to easy pull-out laundry hampers, TAG  
Hardware offers a vast array of new Black 
closet accessories to suit almost any style, 
from modern chic to industrial or farmhouse.
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COORDINATED HARDWARE SYSTEMS
Timeless and elegant Black (BLK) is now  
available on a broad range of TAG Hardware 
coordinated closet accessories and hardware.

Make a bold and beautiful design statement 
with popular products like the ENGAGE  
Collection of pull-outs, including the jewelry 
drawer or laundry hamper. Add a touch of  
class with the fluted black aluminum  
Signature Closet Pole with silent-glide cap.  
Delight your customers with the indispensable, 
full-extension Elite Belt Rack — all in black!

SYMPHONY WALL ORGANIZER
Now you can get the innovative Symphony Wall 
Organizer with Black (BLK) anodized aluminum 
vertical posts. Use Symphony Wall Organizer, 
with its adjustable hooks, as a flexible bespoke 
coat rack in the entryway, as the ultimate valet 
in the closet, or as a featured display for jewelry, 
scarves, ties, hats, shoes or handbags. 

NEW 
BLACK 
PRODUCTS

DESIGN  +  ORDER
Design now in Black (BLK) with CAD Software, like KCD Software.  
Note that other CAD programs may have to be manually adjusted until they are updated. 

Order from Häfele starting April 2022. Get item numbers from the  
TAG Hardware Designer Inspiration Book.

DOWNLOAD  ⯈  DESIGNER INSPIRATION BOOK  ⯈  TAGHARDWARE.COM/BLACK

SYMPHONY OFFICE ORGANIZER
The new Symphony Office Organizer is also now 
available with Black (BLK) metal posts. Clear surface 
clutter in the home office or craft room with four 
versatile office accessories: paper tray, pencil holder, 
tablet stand with glass whiteboard, and pencil tray 
with hidden hooks and three translucent containers.

Pair the new Black (BLK) finish with luxurious 
leather wrapped horizontal bars in Winter (WIN), 
Oyster (OYS), and Pewter (PWT). 

Other Symphony metal finishes include Matte Aluminum (MAL), Slate (SG), Matte Nickel (MNL), and Matte Gold (MG). Other products also 
include polished Chrome (CR). Note that Oil-Rubbed Bronze (ORB) will be phased out and replaced with Black (BLK).


